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The Audi A4 is a line of compact executive cars produced since by the German car
manufacturer Audi , a subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group. The A4 has been built in five
generations and is based on the Volkswagen Group B platform. The first generation A4
succeeded the Audi The automaker's internal numbering treats the A4 as a continuation of the
Audi 80 lineage, with the initial A4 designated as the B5-series, followed by the B6, B7, B8, and
the B9. The Audi A4 automobile layout consists of a front-engine design , with transaxle -type
transmissions mounted at the rear of the engine. The cars are front-wheel drive , or on some
models, " quattro " all-wheel drive. The A4 is available as a sedan and station wagon.
Historically, the second B6 and third generations B7 of the A4 also included a convertible
version. The first generation Audi A4 known internally as the Typ 8D debuted in October , [5] [6]
with production starting November and European sales commencing in January for the model
year. North American sales later began in September for the model year. It had a front-mounted
longitudinal engine and front-wheel drive. Many variations of the A4 were also available with
Audi's quattro four-wheel drive system. Development began in , with the first design sketches
being created later that year. By , an exterior design by Imre Hasanic was chosen and frozen for
November production by The interior design was later finalized in , with pilot production
commencing in the first half of Development concluded in the third quarter of , preceding
November start of production. A wide range of engines were available in European markets,
between 1. The 2. The Audi A4 was the first model in the Volkswagen Group to feature the new
1. A turbocharged 1. Moreover, a quattro GmbH special edition of the B5 1. Five-valve
technology was also added to a reengineered V6 family of engines in , starting with the 2. Audi
also debuted their new tiptronic automatic transmission on the B5 platform, based on the unit
Porsche developed for their -generation The transmission is a conventional automatic gearbox
with a torque converter offering the driver a fully-automatic operation or manual selection of the
gear ratios. Despite initial mechanical problems, overall build and assembly quality were lauded
both by the automotive press and within Audi and Volkswagen, and at the time, parent company
Volkswagen declared the B5 the company-wide build quality benchmark for all its other models.
The Audi A4 B5 saw nearly constant minor changes and alterations throughout its seven-year
run. Moreover, a significant facelift was introduced for the B5 model year at the Frankfurt Motor
Show , with sales beginning in Europe in early A six-speed manual gearbox was available, as
well as the new high-performance Audi S4 , now part of the A4 lineup the previous S4 had been
an Audi In mid, the 1. The previous KKK K03 turbocharger , although fundamentally unchanged,
received revisions on the turbine side to prevent cracking due to heat. A further facelift took
place across the A4 and S4 platform in February as a In Audi also debuted an even higher
performance R enn S port model rennsport literally translates as racing sport , the RS4 Avant ,
like its predecessor RS2 , available only in the Avant bodystyle. The following engines were
available:. In , Audi was the first European car manufacturer to put a hybrid vehicle into mass
production , the third generation Audi duo, then based on the A4 Avant. The car's new styling
was developed under Peter Schreyer between and , inspired by the Bauhaus design language of
the C5 second-generation Audi A6 introduced in The 1. This generation of quattro consisted of
default of front to rear dynamic torque distribution. The Avant was introduced in June and
arrived in European showrooms in September For , Audi increased power in the 1. Available
with four wheel drive and in the 2. It included an electro-hydraulic operated roof, which lowered
in under 30 seconds and incorporated some styling changes, such as body-coloured lower
bumper and sill panels, which later found their way to the saloon version. The Audi A4 Cabriolet
version was co-developed and manufactured by Karmann [18]. Audi introduced a continuously
variable transmission developed by LuK , named multitronic , which replaced the dated
conventional automatic transmission on front-wheel drive models. There have been widespread
complaints from consumers around the world that the transmission box is prone to electronic
glitches as well as mechanical problems. Borrowing from the Audi A6 , the boot was redesigned
to remove the extension of the top edge with a smoother fold line. The rear light assemblies
now formed part of the top line, these styling cues were eventually borrowed by other European
as well as Asian manufacturers. A sport package named 'Ultra Sport' was introduced in the
North American market shortly before the B6 was replaced by the B7. It included aluminium
interior trim and door sills, "S line" steering wheel, front and rear spoilers, side skirts, and
quattro GmbH designed inch RS4 alloy wheels. Audi introduced a revised A4 in late , with the
internal designation of B7. The front grille assembly changed to a tall trapezoidal shape in the
same manner as the C6 third-generation Audi A6 ; however, the dashboard and interior were
virtually unchanged from the B6 aside from minor detailing. Audi's internal platform
nomenclature uses PL46 p assenger car l ongitudinal platform, size 4 , generation 6 for both B6
and B7 chassis. The engine lineup received many additions. These engines both use a
four-valve per cylinder configuration. The prior 5-valve design was incompatible with the FSI

direct injection system due to the siting of the fuel injector, now discharging directly into the
combustion chamber. Torsen T-2 based quattro permanent four-wheel drive remained as an
option on most A4 models. Audi retired its 5-speed manual transmissions in favour of a new
Getrag 6-speed. As before, multitronic continuously variable transmission CVT , now with
selectable 'seven-speeds', was an option on front-wheel drive models, whilst a conventional ZF
6HP 6-speed tiptronic automatic transmission was an option on the quattro four-wheel drive
models. Another notable [ according to whom? This new asymmetric center differential was
initially only available on the RS4 but was added a year later on the S4. The remainder of the B7
A4 range still used the T-2 default dynamic split center diff. It was inspired by Audi's race cars
of the Deutsche Tourenwagen Masters and was reintroduced in as a regular option. It was
available with front-wheel drive, or Quattro four-wheel drive. The B7 Cabriolet model arrived
later than the other two body variants, being first shown in late and with sales beginning in
February New on the Cabriolet was an entry-level 2. The Cabriolet version was produced by
Karmann until February It also had a power increase of 20 PS, giving an output of PS on the 2.
According to Swedish vehicle inspection data, the Audi A4 Avant with diesel engine is the most
reliable vehicle available on the market, with vehicle inspection rejection rate of 0. Audi released
the first official pictures of the B8 series A4 in August and unveiled the car to the public at the
September Frankfurt Motor Show. For North America's destined models, the B8 continued in
production for the model year, while Europe began deliveries on the B9 model. While prior A4
chassis were limited in wheelbase due to the relationship between the engine, transmission and
front axle, the MLP allows for a reduced front overhang, resulting in a greater wheelbase length
without the same increase in overall length. The estimated static front:rear weight ratio of the
B8 A4 is approximately , depending on body style and engine. The relocation of the steering
rack in front of the axle also improves handling over previous A4 platforms. The B8 A4 has
increased in wheelbase by millimetres 6. The boot trunk has also increased to litres Reception
has been mixed, with praise for the Audi A4's increased size, giving it best-in-class rear
legroom and trunk space in the compact executive car segment. However, the Audi S4 sports
sedan has been well-received for its V6 3. During a model, cycle changes are made to integrate
new technologies and to keep the model competitive. These changes are referenced based on
the model year MY of the car. The production version then went on sale in January Launch
models included a 2. The A4 Allroad Quattro features a wider track, increased ground clearance,
Quattro permanent four-wheel drive , a distinctive radiator grille, stainless steel underbody
guards and roof rails. The A4 allroad quattro was made available in early summer The B8
powertrain options are the following: engines, transmissions and drivelines: [44] All United
Kingdom specification unless stated otherwise. The quattro permanent four-wheel drive system
uses the latest Torsen T-3 centre differential , with a default front to rear asymmetric torque
distribution ratio used first on the B7 RS4 as standard. Previous A4 Quattro models split torque
with a default front:rear The additional torque bias applied to the rear wheels helps mimic the
driving dynamics of rear-wheel drive cars. Audi was reported to stop offering 3. With the facelift
the B8. In , Audi announced the seven-speed S-Tronic dual-clutch automatic transmission as an
option for A4 in the UK and European markets. Volkswagen settled a class-action lawsuit in
involving the failures of the CVT transmission in its Audi A4 and A6 automobiles for model
years â€” [51]. Euro NCAP testing : [54]. It can achieve a fuel consumption of 3. The car was
unveiled in Paris Motor Show. The facelift model Audi A4 came in It features redesigned LED
headlamps and taillights, front air dam with fog lamps, and closely set twin exhausts. Interior
changes include Bluetooth connectivity for audio streaming nav equipped models only and a
redesigned ignition key. Controls for air-conditioning, infotainment, and power windows gain
chrome clasps. Other detail interior changes include larger steering column stalk switches first
seen in the D4-series Audi A8 and a simplified layout for the HVAC control panel â€” for
example the temperature setting for the heated seats is now directly set by a single button and
is no longer controlled using the MMI dial. The A4 includes a radio with eight speakers as
standard, while the MMI navigation system with voice dialogue is optional. A new "Drive Select
System" allows drivers to choose comfort, dynamic, individual, or efficiency modes for
fuel-efficiency. The power output of the 1. Electromechanical power steering is standard. In
Europe, the wide range of Audi A4 saloon and Avant estate are available with the 1. Trim levels
are Attraction, Ambition, and Ambiente. All-wheel-drive Quattro is offered in most engine and
grade combinations. For North America, the facelift model Audi A4 sedan is only offered with a
2. Model grades are Premium, Premium Plus, and Prestige. The Avant was discontinued, leaving
the Allroad Quattro as the only station wagon body style. For the model year, the A4 and S4
continued in B8 production. The B9 A4 would not reach the North American market until the
model year, while the S4 variant would not be available until the model year. Pre-production
versions were released to the motoring press, whilst the official launch occurred at the

Frankfurt Motor Show in September Seven engines are available from launch, three petrol, and
four diesel. The figures below are for the saloon only. A4 drivers won the Italian Superturismo
Championship in and The A4 was entered into the Super Tourenwagen Cup season. The car
was used in the Russian Touring Car Championship. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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bought this car for my kid. The car had k miles which isn't much from the reviews I have read on
this vehicle. But,after owning it for less than 2 weeks it was in the shop. It seems like as soon as
I fix one thing, another one breaks. I am ready to take it to auction. Best car I've ever owned!
Only two dislikes and they are minor. I definitely recommend a Audi A4 Quattro, and would also
say to buy winter tires and summer tires then rotate to avoid AWD tire issues. When you buy an
Audi you have to accept it for what it is. My A4 1. I've put 65, on it in my 5 years of ownership.
Right now the dash is lit up like a Christmas tree, but rather than be obsessed with those lights,
I just keep on driving. I think people should stop trying to keep the 'check engine' light out and
just accept the fact that Audis have issues. However, that doesn't prevent them from being an

outstanding car. My Audi at , has many issues, but it also star
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ts, stops, and gets me where I need to go. It's fun and has always been dependable. This was
the most luxurious and fastest car I ever owned. I previously came from a Jetta that didnt have
traction control. Minnesota winters suck so I thought id try out the Audi A4 Quattro. Handled
like a beast! I had to sell to pay for college, but I had hose leak which caused an annoying
serpentine belt squeak. Found out from the new owner that the front axel snapped and blew out
the motor mount, very unfortunate. I bought my Audi A4 1. I was so mad I sent my Audi to the
used car auction. I also had to replace brake pads every 11, miles. I thought this was also
unreasonable. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the A4. View Photos.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. A4 model: All A4 models 1. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. It is what it is Items per page:. Write a review See all A4s for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the A4. Sign Up.

